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Possible registration schemes of scanning plasmon near-field microscopes (SPNMs) are considered and their
signal–noise ratios are evaluated. A comparison among these schemes is made with particular attention to the
best scheme for a single molecule detection by a SPNM.

1 Introduction

Apertureless version of a scanning near-field optical micro-
scope (SNOM) has attracted considerable attention in recent
years. It is because of its simplicity, high power of an optical
signal and highest spatial near-field resolution that such aper-
tureless scanning near-field optical microscopes (aSNOMs) are
demonstrated in comparison with standard SNOMs. One of
the most interesting feature of aSNOMs is the possibility of
localization and enhancement of the electromagnetic (em) field
near the tip. Such increasing of the em field is especially strong
if the tip is coated by (or consists of) a noble metal and may be
used to enhance the fluorescence of dye molecules near the
apertureless probe.1–3 The enhancement of the em field at the
tip appears to be particularly promising for detecting nonlinear
optical effects such as two-photon excitation of the fluores-
cence4 or enhanced Raman scattering5–7 of the molecules near
the probe.
In recent papers8,9 it was shown that one can reach near-

field resolution of even less than tip radius (and obtain huge
field enhancement) using the em resonance in the noble metal
tip–noble metal surface structure. This resonance manifests
itself as an extremum in detected light intensity during the
tip approach toward (and withdrawal from) the surface. Such
extrema in the distance-dependent light signal intensity were
detected not only in SPNMs,10–12 but also in other modifica-
tion of SNOMs where the tip and surface were coated with
noble metals.13,14 In the work8 these extrema were interpreted
as an em resonance in the tip–surface structure and it was pro-
posed to record the light signal at the second harmonic of a
tapping frequency to pick out the signal associated with this
resonance. Inasmuch as the spacing between the tip and the
surface at which the em resonance occurs is depended on inter-
mediate medium permittivity (dres� e0

2), study of the local per-
mittivities with subtip resolution is possible.9 For example,
molecules with a resonance line near the laser frequency depos-
ited on the surface may be visualized in such a manner (in Sec-
tion 4 we describe this approach in detail).

The prospects for single molecule detection by SPNMmakes
it important to estimate the signal–noise ratio of different
registration modes of SPNM. The present work is devoted to
this problem.

2 Registration modes of SPNM

The principle of the SPNM scheme in the usual Kretschmann
configuration is shown in Fig. 1. A beam of a laser incident on
a silver film (with thickness �50 nm), at a defined angle y0 of
total internal reflection, excites the surface plasmons at the sil-
ver–air interface.
Several registration modes of the light signal may be used in

SPNMs:
(1) ‘‘Internal reflection ’’ registration mode—registration of

the intensity variation of the reflected light beam by photo-
diode N1.
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Fig. 1 A principal scheme of the scanning plasmon near-field micro-
scope.
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(2) ‘‘ Internal scattering ’’ registration mode—registration of
the intensity of the conical light radiation (arisen from an elastic
scattering of the surface plasmons) by photodiode N2 (conical
scattered light radiation is collected by a cylindrical mirror).
(3) ‘‘External scattering ’’ registration mode—registration of

the plasmon–photon scattering by photodiode N3.
In ref. 11 the authors claimed that the ‘‘ internal scattering’’

registration mode is more sensitive than ‘‘ internal reflection’’
registration mode which was used in the first SPNM work.10

Below we show that the signal–noise ratio of these schemes
is dependent on many factors such as the roughness of the sil-
ver film, the radius of the tip, the laser frequency and so on. In
particular, at small tip radii the ‘‘ internal reflection’’ registra-
tion mode becomes more sensitive than others.

3 Signal–noise ratio of the registration modes

3.1 ‘‘ Internal reflection ’’ registration mode

The light beam incident on the photodiode N1 induces a cur-
rent

i1 ¼ ZeI0r; ð1Þ
where e is the electron charge, I0 is the initial laser power
[photons s�1], r is the internal refection coefficient of the silver
film on quartz at plasmon resonance (i.e. at the minimum of
reflection; at best r� 0.01...0.1) and Z is the photodetector
quantum efficiency.
This current has a noise spectral density which may be found

by the Schottky formulaffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðdi1Þ2

D Er
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ei1Df

p
; ð2Þ

where Df ¼ (2tm)
�1 is the bandwidth of the measurement, tm is

the measurement time.
The useful change of the signal at photodiode N1 induced by

the tip is

Di1 ’ Ze
I0
pr2

Stotal
tip ; ð3Þ

where r is a radius of the light beam at the surface beneath the
tip, Stotal

tip is the cross-section of the total losses in the plasmon
beam induced by the tip–surface structure. This total cross-sec-
tion is consisted from several parts:

Stotal
tip ¼ Spl pl

tip þ Spl ph
tip þ Sabs

tip ; ð4Þ

where Spl pl
tip is the cross-section of the scattering of SPs from

the initial plasmon beam to other plasmon states (with differ-
ent propagation directions), Spl ph

tip is the cross-section of the
scattering of SPs to photons and Sabs

tip is the cross-section of
the absorption of SPs by the tip–surface structure.
In the registration mode under consideration the signal–

noise ratio is

Signal

Noise
¼ Di1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðdi1Þ2
D Er ’

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ZI0tm
r

r
Stotal
tip

pr2
: ð5Þ

3.2 ‘‘ Internal scattering ’’ registration mode

The light beam collected by the cylindrical mirror on the
photodiode N2 induces the current

i2 ’ Ze
I0
pr2

Spl�pl
pr2 ¼ ZeI0s

pl�pl
unit : ð6Þ

where Spl ph
pr2 is the total plasmon–plasmon scattering cross sec-

tion from the illuminated area pr2 caused by surface roughness
(without a tip). Since this total cross-section is linearly propor-
tional to the illuminated area, we introduce a dimensionless

(normalized to the the illuminated area) quantity spl�pl
unit �

Spl�pl
pr2 =pr2; which is the cross-section of the roughness-induced

plasmon–plasmon scattering from a unit surface area.
The useful change of the signal at photodiode N2 induced by

the tip is

Di2 ’ Ze
I0
pr2

Spl�pl
tip : ð7Þ

In this registration mode the signal–noise ratio is

Signal

Noise
¼ Di2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ðdi2Þ2
D Er ’

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ZI0tm
spl�pl
unit

s
S pl�pl
tip

pr2
: ð8Þ

To estimate the quantity spl pl
unit we will use formula for a SP

attenuation length associated with roughness-induced SP scat-
tering into other SP states:

Lpl�pl ¼
2

3

c

o

� �5 je0j
s2d2

; ð9Þ

which was obtained by Mills15 (see also ref. 16). Here s is the
transverse correlation length of the surface roughness, d is the
root-mean square of the surface roughness and e ¼ e0 + ie00 is
the dielectric constant of the surface.
For a typical thermally evaporated silver film on quartz sub-

strate, d’ 1.5 nm; s’ 200 nm; e0 ’�18 (for l’ 632 nm). In
this case Lpl–pl (’1060 mm). Thereafter we will use these values
for numerical examples (in brackets). Other numerical values
that will be used for examples are: e00 ’ 0.5 (for l’ 632 nm);
Z’ 0.1; I0’ 10 mW’ 3 � 1016 photons s�1; t’ 0.01 s;
pr2’ 100� 100 mm2.
A SP attenuation length associated with roughness-induced

SP scattering into the vacuum15,16 will be used below:

Lpl�ph ¼ 3

4

c

o

� �5je0j1=2

s2d2
ð’ 280 mmÞ: ð10Þ

These relations are valid for |e0|� 1, and for surfaces with the
transverse correlation length s less than the SP wavelength.
It is known that in most cases the mean free path of SPs Lsp

is determined by internal absorption of the SP energy in the
metal, and therefore

1

Lsp
¼ 1

Lpl�pl
þ 1

Lpl�ph
þ 1

Labs
� 1

Labs
ð11Þ

where Labs is
16

Labs ¼
c

o
je0j2

e00
e0 þ 1

e0

� �3=2

� c

o
je0j2

e00
: ð12Þ

Substituting above given values into eqn. (12) one can obtain
Labs’ 62 mm. But in Kretschmann configuration, at optimal
film thickness, a real plasmon free path is halved due to leak-
age of the energy in prism side.16 Therefore Lsp(Kret)’ 31 mm.
To obtain the estimation for spl pl

unit in the case under consid-
eration (Lsp�Labs�Lpl–pl , Lpl–ph), we note that value of the
scattering radiation is

I2 ¼ I0s
pl�pl
unit ’ I0

Lsp

Lpl�pl
ð13Þ

Therefore, in Kretschmann configuration

spl�pl
unit �

LspðKretÞ
Lpl�pl

’ 3

4

o
c

� �4je0j
e00

s2d2ð’ 1=34Þ: ð14Þ

3.3 ‘‘External scattering ’’ registration mode

The current of the photodiode N3 induced by photons (arising
from plasmon–photon scattering by surface roughness) is

i3 ’ Ze
I0
pr2

Spl�ph
pr2 ¼ ZeI0s

pl�ph
unit ; ð15Þ
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where Spl�ph
pr2 is the total cross-section of roughness-induced

plasmon–photon scattering from the illuminated area pr2,
spl ph
unit is the cross-section of plasmon–photon scattering from
a unit surface. The efficiency of the collecting optics is included
in the quantity Z.
The useful change of the signal at photodiode N3 induced by

the tip is

Di3 ’ Ze
I0
pr2

Spl�ph
tip : ð16Þ

The signal–noise ratio of this registration mode is

Signal

Noise
¼ Di3ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

di3ð Þ2
D Er ’

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ZI0tm
spl�ph
unit

s
Spl�ph
tip

pr2
: ð17Þ

The quantity spl ph
unit is

spl�ph
unit �

LspðKretÞ
Lpl�ph

’ 2

3

o
c

� �4 je0j3=2

e00
s2d2ð’ 1=9Þ: ð18Þ

And, as a numerical example for the values given above, one
can see that Spl ph

tip must be about �80� 80 nm2, to obtain a
S/N ratio of about 10. It should be mentioned that, at em reso-
nance, the scattering (and absorption) cross-sections of the
tip–surface structure may be larger than the geometrical size
of the tip. For the same numerical values Spl pl

tip must be about
�56� 56 nm2, to obtain a S/N ratio of about 10.
Here it may be noted that in some cases (for example, at

registration of nonlinear effects such as second harmonic gen-
eration or Raman scattering) the noise signal will be deter-
mined by the dark current of a photodetector idark . In these
cases (at i3< idark) the signal–noise ratio may be written in
the next form:

Signal

Noise
¼ Diffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

didarkð Þ2
D Er ’

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
etm
idark

r
ZI0

S nonlin
tip ðI0Þ
pr2

: ð19Þ

4 Prospects for single molecule detection by
SPNM

In this section we describe in more detail possible employment
of the tip–surface em resonance for single molecule detection
to explain why the choice of the registration method with the
best S/N ratio is important.
In the work9 it was pointed out that a SPNM may be used

for visualization of a single molecule on a surface by registra-
tion of the spacing between the tip and the surface at which the
em resonance occurs. This spacing is:8,9

dres ¼ 2R
e00ðoÞ
je01ðoÞj

þ e00ðoÞ
je02ðoÞj

� �2
; ð20Þ

where e
0

2(o) and e
0

1(o) are the real parts of the permittivities of
a tip and a surface, R is a radius of curvature of the tip and
e
0

0(o) is a real part of the permittivity of a intermediate medium
between the tip and the surface. Hence the detection of the dres
(at each point of the surface) may give the information about
the permittivities of the intermediate medium (e

0

0(o) at each
surface point) with resolution:8,9

L �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2dresR

p
� 2R

e00ðoÞ
je01ðoÞj

þ e00ðoÞ
je02ðoÞj

� �
< R: ð21Þ

If the molecule to be detected has an absorption band at the
frequency omol (see Fig. 2) then tuning the laser frequency at
o� (or below), where e

0

0(o) has the maximum (or near the max-
imum), one can reveal the molecule location by detecting the
change of dres .

The permittivity of the intermediate medium (without the
resonance molecule) is

e0ðw:mol:Þ ¼ 1þ 4pNfenve
2=m

o2
env � o2 þ 2iogenv

ð22Þ

where oenv is the resonance frequency of the intermediate med-
ium (e.g. air), genv and fenv the damping constant and oscillator
strength of this resonance and N is the number of molecules in
the unit volume. When the environment is the air, e0(w.mol.) is
only a trifle over unity (eair’ 1.0003).
The presence of the resonance molecule in the measured

volume L2dres leads to an additional term in the permittivity
equation:

e0 ¼ e0ðw:mol:Þ þ
4pfmole

2=m

o2
mol � o2 þ 2iogmol

1

L2dres
ð23Þ

From eqn. (23) one can see that the smaller the em field loca-
lization L the easier it is to detect the change in e

0

0.
So, in this method one can detect a single molecule on the

surface not by registration of a (weak) signal of a scattering
or absorption induced by a single molecule, but by detecting
a change of dielectric permittivity in the small volume L2dres
induced by the single molecule through registration of a
(strong) signal of a SPNM registration mode. The described
method has the same advantages as all phase methods (e.g.
insensitivity to intensity), since one detects the position of
the em extremum dres , but not the extremum amplitude (which
depends on the em intensity). Therefore noise, associated with
laser intensity and with plasmon field distribution on the sur-
face should be strongly suppressed.
We assume that the main interference for detection of a

useful signal (associated with change of local permittivity
induced by a single molecule) will be the change of dres asso-
ciated with local surface roughness under tip. Indeed, in eqn.
(20) R is the relative curvature (1/Rtip+ 1/Rsurface)

�1, where
Rsurface is the local curvature of the surface at the point of
the observation (Rsurface ¼ 1 at the flat surface). To avoid
this type of noise one can use the second laser adjusted
on the frequency o+ (see Fig. 2) and subtract two values:
dres(o�)� dres(o+). Under this approach the useful signals
will be doubled, but roughness-induced interference signals
will be suppressed.
Last, but not least, the advantage of the described single

molecule detection method is possibility of decreasing photo-
bleaching of the molecule under study by detuning the exciting
light frequencies o� and o+ as far from the resonance fre-
quency omol as possible.

Fig. 2 Permittivities e0(o) and e00(o) of the volume L2dres between the
tip and the surface, near molecular resonance line.
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Obviously, the better S/N ratio of a registration mode the
easier it is to detect small changes in dres .

5 Discussion

Now let us compare the signal–noise ratio of the ‘‘ internal
scattering’’ [eqn. (8)] and ‘‘ external scattering’’ [eqn. (17)]
registration modes. For these purposes we must compare the
values spl pl

unit and spl ph
unit . As it was shown by Mills,15 on the

basis of a numerical evaluation of full formulas for Lpl–pl

and Lpl–ph , the radiation loss (plasmon–photon scattering) is
more effective than the plasmon-plasmon scattering at

j e0 j q7 ð24Þ

i.e., at longer wavelength. This is due to similarity of SPs and
photons in this region (a SP dispersion curve and a light line
are close together in this case). For |e0|! 1 the reverse holds:
the value spl pl

unit becomes larger than spl ph
unit .

It would appear reasonable that the values Spl pl
tip and Spl ph

tip
change in an analogous way (i.e., we consider the tip as ‘‘arti-
ficial roughness ’’). We will make this assumption since there
are no simple formulas available for cross-sections of the
tip–surface structure (Spl pl

tip , Spl ph
tip and Sabs

tip ). It may be noted
here that the dipole approximation, which sometimes is used
10,17,18 in this area of research, is inappropriate for this purpose
(at least in the case of metal surfaces). The dipole approxima-
tion is the consideration of the tip–surface (i.e. sphere–plane)
structure as a dipole together with its mirror image in a sam-
ple. This model may be used only at large distances between
the tip and the surface. However at small distances (smaller
than the tip radius) the contribution of higher order sphere
multiples becomes significant and the dipole approximation
yields incorrect results. The comparison between the dipole
approximation and the exact calculation for dielectric and
metal surfaces was made in ref. 19 Furthermore, the dipole
approximation predicts no extrema on the light signal
approach curve, but such extrema experimentally detected at
appropriate conditions.8,10–14 The model taking into account
the em tip–surface resonance seems to be more adequate for
the SPNM experimental conditions.8

Most of the SPNM experiments are performed in the wave-
length region where inequality (24) is fulfilled. In this case
roughness-induced plasmon-photon scattering is larger than
roughness-induced plasmon–plasmon scattering (i.e.
spl ph
unit > spl pl

unit ) and the noise signal is larger in the ‘‘external
scattering’’ mode. But according to our assumption Spl ph

tip
should be also larger than Spl pl

tip . Since these signal–noise
ratios are linear in Stip and inversely proportional to the square
root of sunit , the ‘‘external scattering’’ mode is more sensitive
in this frequency region. The possible ‘‘antenna effect ’’ of the
needle should also increase the useful signal in ‘‘external scat-
tering’’ registration mode. Certainly, it is more difficult to col-
lect uniformly the total light signal in the ‘‘external scattering’’
scheme. It is material practical disadvantage of this scheme
since the nonuniformity in the registration of the scattered
light leads to certain artifacts in near-field images.9

Now we compare the signal–noise ratio of the ‘‘ internal
reflection’’ registration scheme and ‘‘ scattering’’ registration
schemes. A comparison between eqns. (5), (8) and (17) show
that on very flat surfaces (d! 0) the ‘‘ scattering’’ registration
schemes would be very sensitive. However according to eqn.
(4) the cross-section of the tip-induced losses in the plasmon
beam (Stotal

tip ) is always greater than the scattering cross-
sections, at least by the value of Sabs

tip . As noted above the
cross-sections of the light scattering and absorption by the
tip–surface structure obtained in the dipole approximation
may be used only at large distances between the tip and the
surface. But we assume that some qualitative characteristics

of these cross-sections may be used for qualitative estimations.
Under the dipole approximation

Sabs
tip � R3=l; ð25Þ

where l is the wavelength and R is the radius of the tip, while
the scattering cross-sections

Ssc
tip � R6=l4: ð26Þ

That is, at R! 0 the value Ssc
tip becomes much less than

Stotal
tip (qSabs

tip ). Furthermore, for ultrasharp tips (at R� lvF/c,
where vF is the Fermi’s velocity of electrons in the metal),
the process of generation of electron–hole pairs by the short-
wavelength Fourier components of the em field becomes the
strongest damping mechanism in the system. Therefore it is
impossible to reach the best sensitivity in ‘‘ scattering’’ schemes
(at least on surfaces with ordinary roughness) if one also wants
to obtain an ultimate spatial resolution (i.e. must to work with
ultrasharp tips).

6 Conclusions

From consideration of the signal–noise ratios of different regis-
tration modes presented here these conclusions may be made:
(1) To obtain the best resolution in ‘‘ scattering ’’ schemes an

ultraflat (d! 0) metal film must be used.
(2) At (|e0|! 1) the ‘‘ internal scattering ’’ registration mode

has better sensitivity than the ‘‘external scattering ’’ registra-
tion mode.
(3) At longer wavelengths (|e0|q 7) the reverse holds: the

‘‘ external scattering ’’ registration mode has the better sensitiv-
ity than the ‘‘ internal scattering ’’ mode, subject to a good light
collecting scheme in this mode.
(4) At ultimate spatial resolution (i.e. at R! 0) the ‘‘ internal

reflection ’’ registration mode has the best sensitivity in com-
parison to ‘‘ scattering’’ modes on surfaces with ordinary
roughness.
(5) In all schemes tight focussing of the light beam beneath

the tip (as tight as possible from experimental conditions) is
required to reach the best signal–noise ratio.
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